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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

RENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTION Folding Plastic Crate, perforated - 23L - 600x400x115mm

SKU 64330

Very sturdy and durable plastic crate with external dimensions of
600x400x115mm. The content of this folding crate is 23 litres.

TECHNICAL DATA

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 576

Inside dimension width 376

Inside dimension height 106

Outside dimension lenght 600

Outside dimension width 400

Outside dimension height 115

Carry weight 10

Volume 23

Product new, for rent

Type Foldable boxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This sturdy folding crate comes from our newest series of folding crates
and is made of high-quality plastic PP. The outside dimensions of this
crate are 600x400x115mm and the inside dimensions of the crate are
576x376x106mm with a capacity of 23 litres. The crate has a weight of
1.35 kilograms. One VPE is 375 crates. The load-bearing capacity of this
folding crate is 10kg. The crate has a closed base and perforated
sidewalls. All folding crates from this series have been developed with an
eye for extra safety, hygiene, durability and efficiency. The ergonomic
handles, secure snap fasteners but certainly also extra content because
of the specially made grids in the side walls. They can also be stacked
crosswise and are suitable for automated environments. In short: this
crate is more robust, more efficiently stackable and more ergonomic to
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use than a standard crate.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/folding-plastic-crate-perforated-23l-
600x400x115mm-64330
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